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Welcome to
HARO

With a HARO CORKETT Cork Floor, you beneﬁt
from our expertise and experience gained through
almost 150 years of wood manufacturing and more
than 60 years of manufacturing multilayer parquet.
Trends in cork ﬂooring are going in two directions.
Whilst one focus is on the classical cork styles,
there is also a growing trend towards natural and
highly authentic looking wood reproductions.
Company management in the fourth and ﬁfth generations:
Peter Hamberger and Dr. Peter M. Hamberger
As parquet specialists we have a feel for the most
beautiful and natural wood styles. The new narrow board format makes the resemblance to
wood ﬂoors even more striking. With our cork ﬂoors you will of course also beneﬁt from
quality made in Germany. Be inspired by our wide variety of cork ﬂoors on the following
pages.
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Visit our homepage for
further information about
our attractive product range.

Natural living with cork ﬂooring –
in a classical design or with the
amazing look of real wood
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Cork ﬂooring is in line with the latest trends. Natural, sustainable, healthy and versatile, it is truly
multi-talented. The raw material is 100% natural and a renewable resource in the true sense of the
word: It is made from the bark of the cork oak and harvested without felling the trees. Another
positive effect of a cork ﬂoor is its insulating properties, which effectively help to reduce energy
costs. Cork also provides pleasant foot warmth and is thus the ideal ﬂoor for living spaces.
In addition, state-of-the-art cork ﬂoors from HARO look fabulous, are perfectly engineered and
come in a wide variety of styles. If you are looking to create a natural, stylish and comfortable
living environment in your home: Welcome to HARO CORKETT Cork Floor.
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HARO CORKETT
cork design:
Our classics for your
natural home
The timeless classic HARO CORKETT cork ﬂoorboards in the popular
298 x 907 mm format (11 23/32˝ x 35 23/32˝) bring natural beauty and a
comfortable feel to your living space. An overview of our classic cork ﬂoors
and their unmistakable look and feel is presented on the following pages...
enjoy!

HARO CORKETT in classical
format 298 x 907 mm
(11 23/32˝ x 35 23/32˝)
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HARO CORKETT
ARCOS COFFEE
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HARO CORKETT
ARCOS COFFEE

Arcos design
Timeless and up-to-date
HARO CORKETT Arcos in trendy colour combinations
Coffee and Antique White show the true class of choice
cork ﬂooring: This natural ﬂoor covering has risen to the
top league of design and provides the perfect basis for
wide variety of interior designs.
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HARO CORKETT
ARCOS ANTIQUE WHITE
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Sirio design
Past, present and future: Cork
Only a cork ﬂoor can make such a tangible difference: not only with respect
to naturalness and building biology but also to comfort and durability.
With its ﬁne classical granule size, Sirio provides a calm natural ﬂoor for
every application.

HARO CORKETT
SIRIO NATUR
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Ronda design
Classic cork – classic comfort
Wherever a ﬂoor covering has to offer more of
everything, the Ronda cork design is the ﬁrst choice
for all living spaces. The advantages are plain to
see and feel: Ronda offers functionality, naturalness,
warmth, comfort and durability combined with the
classic cork look and feel – creating a unique
ambience.

HARO CORKETT
RONDA NATUR
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HARO CORKETT
TOLEDO CREME

Toledo design
Comfortable living with cork
With HARO CORKETT in the Toledo design you bring a fresh
new look to your home. Unique: the delicate stripe design.
Trendy: the Creme colour that adds a touch of elegance.
Pleasant: the warmth, resilience and naturalness.
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Tigra design
Sustainable living with a modern twist
Elegant black combined with warm cork brown – exciting look in unusual
design: the typical features of HARO CORKETT Tigra. This is THE ﬂoor for
for highly individual interior designs that are as natural as they are unique.

HARO CORKETT
TIGRA NATUR
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HARO CORKETT
LAGOS WHITE
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HARO CORKETT
LAGOS NATUR

Lagos design
Naturally modern
With its appealing mix of high-quality cork raw materials in
different sizes, the Lagos design shows cork ﬂoor at its best.
The two trend colours White and Natur provide the ideal
basis for creating a natural interior design with a stylish
contemporary twist.
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HARO CORKETT Arteo XL –
Cork with parquet effect
A breath of fresh air in the cork ﬂoor world: with innovative surfaces and a
trendy format, HARO CORKETT in the Arteo design adds a new dimension
to modern cork ﬂoors. You can now enjoy the warmth and resilience of
natural cork with that authentic wood look that Germany›s leading parquet
manufacturer HARO is famous for. In addition, the elegant board format of
the Arteo XL design creates a very spacious effect in the room.

HARO CORKETT Arteo HARO CORKETT Arteo
298 x 907 mm
XL 195 x 1237 mm
(7 11/16˝ x 48 11/16˝) (11 23/32˝ x 35 23/32˝)
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*wood reproduction

HARO CORKETT ARTEO XL
OAK ITALICA SMOKED*
TEXTURED
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Arteo design
Parquet look meets cork’s elasticity

HARO CORKETT ARTEO XL
OAK DUNA*
TEXTURED
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*wood reproduction

The Oak Duna style is the latest trend with its light colouration and its
limewashed effect that optimally enhances the look of wood. This style
shows character and yet goes with many interiors.
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HARO CORKETT ARTEO XL
OAK CREME* MARKANT
TEXTURED
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HARO CORKETT ARTEO XL
OAK WHITE* MARKANT
TEXTURED

Dream homes in line with contemporary trends

*wood reproduction

Who hasn›t dreamt of a gorgeous oak ﬂoor? You can now make this
dream come true in an exceptional way: with our digitally printed cork
ﬂoors in the trend colours Oak Creme and Oak White.
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Fashionable living

Irresistible charm, character and naturalness. HARO CORKETT Oak
with its distinctive textured surface brings the best of two worlds
together: the natural ﬂooring material cork and the modern look of
an oak ﬂoor.
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*wood reproduction

HARO CORKETT ARTEO XL
OAK* MARKANT
TEXTURED

HARO CORKETT ARTEO XL
OAK ITALICA NATURE*
TEXTURED
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HARO CORKETT ARTEO XL
OAK ITALICA SMOKED*
TEXTURED

Cork meets oak

*wood reproduction

Your eyes tell you it›s oak, but your touch reveals that it›s cork.
The two wood reproductions Oak Italica Nature and Smoked show
the modern side of cork as a natural product.
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HARO CORKETT
ARTEO WALNUT*
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The new cork dimension

*wood reproduction

Our decades of experience combined with state-of-the-art technology
make it possible: high-quality cork with a wood texture that is almost
indistinguishable from the original. For example, in a trendy walnut
style that displays the vibrant liveliness of the popular Longstrips.
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HARO CORKETT range overview in classic cork design
Board format 298 x 907 mm (11 23/32˝ x 35 23/32˝)

HARO CORKETT
ARCOS ANTIQUE WHITE
ID No. 527 387

HARO CORKETT
RONDA NATUR
ID No. 527 381

HARO CORKETT
ARCOS COFFEE
ID No. 527 386

HARO CORKETT
TIGRA NATUR
ID No. 533 392

HARO CORKETT
SIRIO CREME
ID No. 533 391

HARO CORKETT
LAGOS WHITE
ID No. 527 380

HARO CORKETT
SIRIO NATUR
ID No. 527 374

HARO CORKETT
LAGOS NATUR
ID No. 527 377

HARO CORKETT
TOLEDO CREME
ID No. 533 393
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HARO CORKETT Arteo range overview
Arteo XL design in board format 195 x 1237 mm (7 11/16˝ x 48 11/16˝)

HARO CORKETT ARTEO XL
OAK WHITE*
MARKANT TEXTURED
ID No. 533 386

HARO CORKETT ARTEO XL
OAK ITALICA NATURE*
TEXTURED
ID No. 533 388

HARO CORKETT ARTEO XL
OAK CREME*
MARKANT TEXTURED
ID No. 533 385

HARO CORKETT ARTEO XL
OAK ITALICA SMOKED*
TEXTURED
ID No. 533 387

HARO CORKETT ARTEO XL
OAK*
MARKANT TEXTURED
ID No. 533 384

HARO CORKETT ARTEO XL
OAK DUNA*
TEXTURED
ID No. 533 389

Arteo design in board format 298 x 907 mm (11 23/32˝ x 35 23/32˝)

*wood reproduction

HARO CORKETT
ARTEO WALNUT*
ID No. 533 390
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A natural wonder
Natural living is one of the big issues of our time. It touches many aspects of our lives right down
to the materials we choose for our homes. Cork stands out as a clear number one. Cork is 100%
recyclable. Cork is very sustainable as no trees are felled in the process. Cork is harvested by
stripping the outer bark of the cork oak, which then re-grows over the next few years.
Cork is as amazing in ecology as it is in terms of well-being: it is warm to the touch, heat and
sound insulating, durable, easy to maintain, and offers almost limitless design options. A unique
combination of high style, sustainability and naturalness, HARO Cork Floors create inimitable
design environments.

Unlimited possibilities
Cork is the ideal basis for modern digital printing processes. As a
result, we not only offer cork ﬂoors with the classic cork look, but
also with authentic wood decors or with abstract patterns. And, as
Germany‘s leading parquet specialist we take pride in the fact that
our wood styles are almost indistinguishable from the originals.
One more reason to choose HARO quality cork ﬂooring.
Only real cork provides quality beneﬁts for sustainable living:
Brand-name quality – made in Germany
Q Natural product from the bark of the cork oak
Q Renewable natural resource
Q Comprehensive product range to meet every taste
Q Warm to the touch, elastic and kind to joints and spine,
improved sound insulation
Q Hypoallergenic
Q Easy to install thanks to Top Connect –
underﬂoor heating compatible
Q Durable and easy to maintain
Q

HARO Cork Floor Classic
Purely natural

HARO Cork Floor Digital
Always trendy
(Arteo/Arteo XL design)
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Did you know
Q that cork is as elastic as the human skin? That‘s because
one piece of cork of the size of a sugar cube contains about
60 million air cells.
Q that real cork does not collect dust or dirt – or dust mites?
Asthmatics and allergy sufferers, in particular, will appreciate
this characteristic.
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Convincing in every respect
HARO CORKETT provides convincing German build quality in each and every board. Its sophisticated
construction, engineered from choice natural materials in combination with our PERMADUR ﬁnish,
ensures lasting pleasure. With two board designs in a classical and a trendy format, HARO CORKETT
displays the contemporary variety of a natural ﬂoor covering.

1
2

3
4

Sophisticated engineering 3
3-layer
layer construction with HDF E1 coreboard
1. PERMADUR natural matt cork ﬁnish
2. Cork top layer, approx. 3 mm, 1/8˝ (Sirio: approx. 2.5 mm, 3/32˝)
3. HDF E1 coreboard (approx. 6.5 mm, 1/4˝)
4. Cork footfall sound insulation (approx. 1.5 mm, 1/16˝)
Overall thickness: 11 mm (7/16˝) Surface layer dimensions: 298 x 907 mm (11 23/32˝ x 35 23/32˝)
HARO Cork Floor Digital: 195 x 1237 mm (7 11/16˝ x 48 11/16˝)

Board sizes
Whether you prefer a slender
plank look or the wider tile
format – HARO CORKETT cork
ﬂoors will add natural ﬂair and
a stylish appearance to your
home.

Surface ﬁnish
The PERMADUR natural matt cork ﬁnish looks great
and protects your HARO CORKETT cork ﬂoor.
Q In step with the natural-matt surface ﬁnish trend
Q Natural brilliance
Q High durability
Q Easy care
Q Long lifespan and high hygiene level
HARO CORKETT
classical format
298 x 907 mm
(11 23/32˝ x 35 23/32˝)

HARO CORKETT
Arteo XL
195 x 1237 mm
(7 11/16˝ x 48 11/16˝)
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Natural look Cork –
a piece of nature

Resilient and kind
to joints and spine

Dimensionally stable
due to multilayer construction

Foot warmth

Dirt-repellent and
easy to maintain

Healthy indoor climate

Suitable for use
over underﬂoor
heating
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Care and Installation

®

Quick, easy and natural maintenance of all ﬂoors

Natural care for natural ﬂoors HARO Cork Floors are true easy-care ﬂoors. For modern, responsible
households we have developed environmentally safe cleaning and care products that are easy to
use. Decades of know-how and our commitment to sustainability have inﬂuenced our own revolutionary development clean & green. The result is a product series specially designed for the speciﬁc
requirements of the different ﬂoor types. For natural ﬂoors like our HARO Cork Floor we recommend
clean & green natural parquet cleaner for regular cleaning and care. clean & green active intensive
cleaner should be applied for deep cleaning and to remove heavy dirt.
The clean & green products are suitable for cleaning all our ﬂoor coverings.

Probably the world›s easiest installation system:
HARO Top Connect.
For all those who want to install their cork ﬂoor themselves, but have never dared to, we have
developed Top Connect. With probably the world›s easiest installation system the most beautiful
ﬂoor designs can be created very simply and with extraordinary stability. Without any tools. The
boards are angled in at the long sides and interlocked at the short sides with a small amount of
pressure. The ﬂoor ﬁts perfectly and is ready to be “lived on” immediately. And it is just as easy to
disassemble when you move.

Angle in
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Simply excellent: HARO
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100 %
ZERTIFIZIERT

Sustainability
Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG has
been PEFC-certiﬁed since the beginning of
2004.

Blue Angel eco label
The Blue Angel has certiﬁed the environmental compatibility of our products since 1992.

ISO 9001
Our quality management system has been
certiﬁed to DIN EN ISO 9001:2000 since
1995. It secures workﬂows in the company
and consequently contributes to maintaining
consistent product quality.

Made in Germany
We manufacture all of our quality ﬂooring at
a single site in Germany – with the legendary
German high precision engineering.

ISO 14001
With the certiﬁcation to DIN EN ISO
14001:2004, we have committed ourselves to
an active environmental management since
1998.

Ü mark
To assure that construction quality standards
are met, building materials have to be tested
and certiﬁed with respect to technical, ecological and health properties. The Ü mark
attests that a national technical approval
(“bauaufsichtliche Zulassung”) has been
granted, which is mandatory for all cork ﬂoors
in Germany. For this approval, the materials
used and the emissions are evaluated. This
ensures product safety for manufacturers,
dealers and installers. Consumers have the
peace of mind of knowing that the product
presents no health hazards.

according to Warranty Terms

5

Years

WARRANTY
in residential applications

HARO CORKETT

HARO Warranty
In addition to the statutory warranty term,
HARO also provides additional warranties for
various product groups. Please note the
respective warranty conditions.

Matching accessories:
HARO skirtings
For each of our cork ﬂoors, we offer matching skirtings to
create the perfect overall impression. To make the
realisation of your personal ﬂoor dream especially easy
for you, we have developed an attractive, yet brilliantly
simple skirting system.
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Subject to errors and modiﬁcations.
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Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 10 03 53, 83003 Rosenheim, Germany, Phone +49 8031 700-0, Fax +49 8031 700-600, E-Mail info@haro.de
www.haro.com

